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Reminder
We will hold the inaugural
Saturday Free Turning
Open House on January 18
from 9:00AM to 4:00PM.
Bring your questions, tool
issues and energy!
January Meeting Demo
David Collier will be demonstrating Metal Spinning. He will
show us how to use a copper
disk to make a three dimensional
shape. He will discuss the tools
used and have a 5 minute video
available to view.
See you there!
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munity. Everything from tips how
A Message From the
to find resources for woodtuming,
President: Deryl Duer
to safety rales and tips will be
I hope that everyone has enjoyed found on this website.
a joyous and
Chris Stott will be coming to our
happy holiday
area this spring. I will hand out
season. As the
details at our meeting this month,
New Year
and you will also be able to access
begins, I find
this information on our website.
myself thinkChris will be giving both hands-on
ing about the
learning opportunities as well as a
impact that
general demonstration of his speour club had
20
02
TAWPresidait
cial skills and creative approach to
on me last Deryl Djer
woodtuming.
year.
Thanks to my association with
many of the members of the TAW,
I know that I have become a much
better turner. I wish to thank all
of the members of this club for
their help last year. I believe that
2003 will be a growth year for our
club. Let us all invite others to
attend our meetings and to share
our love and passion for wood
turning.
I want to encourage any of the
members of our club, and friends
of our club to become members of
the AAW in 2003. There are many
advantages to club membership
with the AAW. Please visit the
AAW website http://www.woodtumer.org/ and take a look at the
many offerings that the AAW
brings to our woodtuniing com1

I hope that everyone who has had
the opportunity to be turning, will
bring something for the instant
gallery at our next meeting.
Keep sharp and keep tuming,
Deryl Duer
TAW President 2003
615/969-9407

Membership Dues for 2003 is
due! Please get your check to
Bill Gray at the next meeting S25.00.

Christmas Ornament
Sales Results

by Ray Sandusky
I am pleased to report that our
Christmas tree ornament sales
effort was met with very positive
results! As of now, we have
received a total of $214. I am still
awaiting the results of the sales
displays at two churches in the
Nashville Area. During the meeting on January 7,1 will have the
final total. Thank you all for your
contribution to this effort.

Thank You Note From a
Visitor to Our Last
Meeting

I just want to thank you for everyone making me feel so welcome
last night at the woodtuming meeting. The entire group seems like a
very nice bunch of people. I was
very impressed by the skill displayed by all of those who brought
in pieces to show. The tmst shown
by allowing a stranger walk in and
take advantage of your video
library is also impressive in this
day and age. The demonstration of
bird house omaments was nice. I
may try one or two of those today
(in between all the other ongoing
projects I already have).

Newsletter j^rticle
Deadlme
In the future, I would like to have
all information submitted prior to
the 15th of the month for publication in that month's newsletter. If
there is an announcement you
would like to make or an article
you would like to submit, please
email them to me at
rsandusky@comcast.riet or fax
them to me at 615-507-1405.
Thank you for your attention to
this request - It will help in getting
the newsletter delivered in a more
timely manner.
Ray Sandusky

Food Safe Finishes

Bob Flexner
From Popular Woodworking.
You can't be absolutely sure
about the food safeness of any
finish you put on wood. There
could even be problems with
mineral oil and walnut oil that
we just don't know of yet. There
could also be problems with raw
linseed oil, pure tung oil, wax,
shellac and salad bowl finish,
because we don't know where
these
substances have been or
Please include me in your newsletwhat
they
might have come in
ter emailing. I would also like info
on joining the club. Although tum- contact with. None has met the
ing is currently a small part of my regulations laid out by the FDA.
wood addiction, I can see it grow- But, based on FDA regulations,
ing in importance to me. There is the way finishes are made, the
just so much pleasure in watching complete lack of any evidence to
the contrary, and the countless
the shavings fly and a graceful
other untested objects food and
form take shape beneath my
children come in contact with,
hands.
there's no reasonable argument
Thank you again,
for avoiding the use of any finJames Wheaton
ish.
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Sharpening Terminology
Compiled by Ray Sandusky
If you are like me, then you have a
hard time keeping all of the terms
straight - especially for the parts of
woodtuming that are a bit more
difficult to grasp! Here are some
terms I recently looked-up for
some clarification. I thought you
all would benefit from having
some definitions.
Grinding - removing material
from the tool with an abrasive on a
wheel or belt.
Dressing - renewing the sharpness
of the stone surface. As the edges
of the grains are crushed, they dull
and bum metal, so keeping fresh
on the surface gives a more rapid
and therefore cooler grind.
Honing - Making smaller scratches on an edge freshly ground by
mbbing it on successively finer
stones or abrasive paper.
Refurbishing - Making "new"
again. Taking what is useless and
repairing it to usable standard.
Burnishing - Rubbing the surface
of one item with another, usually
smoother. In Scraping tools, refers
to flattening and consolidating the
edge prior to tuming a curl with a
harder smooth "burnisher" rod. In
production tuming, refers to the
practice of grabbing a handful
shavings and holding them up
against the rotating work to lay the
fibers down and harden the
surface through heating.
Safety Glasses or a Face Shield an
Hcquind Equipment* when operating a woodtuming lathe or any tooL
Remember to practice safety at all
times!

December Instant Gallery
Most of the photos by Ray Sandusky

a:

Andy Woodard had a few of
h is classically formed ornaments.
Pete Weins .shows off one of
his 4 items he brought to display. Here he has a nicely
formed Maple bowl.

Cliff Brothers made a beautiful table with a turnedpedistal and 3 legs.

Ernest Sherrill showed off
some nicely made omaments.
Ray Sandusky shows off a Red
Maple vase he made
Charles Lawson with a Coke
bottle of spalted Hackberry

John Lucas showed a bowl he
made with a concave curve
and turned over lip.

I

Nice work Deryl Duer - our
President finally shows off some
of his work! Here he has a
Sugar maple hollow vessel.

Doug Snyder shows a fine
example of his detailed piercing and airbrushing techniques.
If you turned an item this
month please bring it to the
next meeting - we ail would
benefit from seeing your work!

Making a Windsor Stool
By Brian Clifford (UK)

The Windsor Style
The Windsor style is the name a
particular type of traditional
English chair. Within this style
there are a variety of forms which
can be seen in the many publicationss which illustrate these chairs.
One of these, which is particularly
worth mentioning, is the excellent
and inexpensive booklet by Ivan
Sparkes in the Shire Books range.
The defining characteristic of a
Windsor chair is that it does not
have a continuous 'hackstand'; that
is to say, the back support and the
back legs are separate pieces mortised into the upper and lower
faces of the seat. Strictly speaking,
therefore, there can be no such
thing as a Windsor style stool.
Despite this Sparkes describes the
Windsor stool which he says was
common in the nineteenth century.
He says that: '...the normal
Windsor stool had a round top,
sometimes with the handgrip cut in
the centre of the seat. The top was
often not dished and the typical
example had the leg tuming of the
1870's with three rings above the
vase turning'. This is the type of
leg which is used in this project.

The Windsor Stool Leg
The number of legs
This type of stool can be made
with either three or four legs. A
stool with three legs will stand
firmly on any surface no matter
how rough it is, and it does not
matter if the legs are not quite
equal in length. There is also a
small saving in time and material.
To offset these points a three

legged stool has two major disadvantages: it is relatively unstable
and easy to tip over; and when
viewed in such a way that two of
the legs are aligned it appears to be
unsymmetrical with tlie seat overhanging one side more than then
other. The disadvantages of three
legs tend to outweigh the benefits;
as a consequence fom' legs are recommended.
Making matching legs
Tuming a set of legs is an exercise
in copy tuming. This is not too difficult as long as the right procedure is adopted. This entails sizing
the workpiece at key points and is
best explained by working through
an example step-by-step. The first
leg is the easy one. When it is
completed it will form the pattern
for the rest. The secret of making
good copies is to follow exactly
the same procedure for every leg.
However good the turner no two
legs will be a perfect match; but,
in practice, all that is required is a
reasonable match. When the stool
is assembled the casual observer
will find it quite difficult to see
differences in the legs which are
obvious to the person who made
them.
The dimensions
Suitable sizes for a child's stool
would be 9 ins in diameter for the
seat, with legs 10 % ins long
(including the spigot at the top)
and those for an adult 11 'A ins and
13 Vi ins respectively. For full
dimensions see diagram. If other
heights are required make the seat
80% of the length of the legs
(including the spigot). Other
dimensions for the legs can be
made proportionate to the those in
the diagram.
The wood
The woods I normally use are
either ash or whatever softwood I
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have to hand. A problem encountered when using using softwood is
that it is difficult to obtain boards
which are wide enough to make
the seat in one piece. I have never
been comfortable with the idea of
using a seat with a plain butt joint
as I have no confidence that it
would be strong enough. If facilities are available to make a biscuit
joint that is likely to be satisfactory. Perhaps a dowelled joint could
be tried. In any case ash is better, it
looks nice, it turns well, it can be
obtained in wide boards, and it is
not necessarily much more expensive than softwoods.
The blanks for the legs
If this is the maker's first attempt
at copy tuming perhaps it will be a
good idea to have some spare
blanks for the legs. In fact, if the
time and the materials are available, it may be advisable to plan to
make enough legs for several
stools. These can then be sorted
out at the end of the exercise to get
the sets which match the best. In
any event if you end up with a leg
which is a bad match with the others, but is otherwise satisfactory,
do not discard it. Save it for another time when you can make another set to match it.
To make copying easier, cut all the
blanks to exactly the same size.
The length needs to be about a 'A
in. longer than the fmished size.
All the waste will be at the bottom
of the leg. At the top end the
marks left by the spur drive centre
will either be hidden in the socket
in the seat. In order that the tenon
may be tumed right up to the end
the diameter of the spur drive must
be less than that of the tenon.
Making the first leg
Step 1
The work piece is roughed down
to a cylinder of the required diam-

eter and planed smooth with a
chisel over the widest part of the
leg (including the area where the
three beads will be). After this the
principal divisions are marked with
a pencil. In the case of the leg
shown these are the three beads
near the top, the bead near the bottom and the waste at the bottom.
At this point it is necessary to
make a template so that the rest of
the legs can be marked accurately
in the same way. The method 1 use
is to take a piece of hardboard
about 1 'A in. wide and the same
length as the leg. The principal
divisions are marked on this template to match those on the first
leg.

waste should be sized. The reason
for this will become apparent later.
It is convenient to make this the
same size as the tenon at the top.

start. However, should the tenon be
too large the piece can be put back
on the lathe and the necessary
adjustments made.
]

The appearance of the workpiece
The appearance of the workpiece
after step 5
after step 2
Step 6
Step 3
Having made the tenon a good fit
The part of the leg below the bot- work can begin on shaping the
tom bead is sized with the aid of
middle section between the beads.
callipers.
The diameter of the bottom part of
this section is steadily reduced,
whilst forming a nice curve, until
]
it the same as that of the lower part
The appearance of the workpiece of the leg which was sized previously. The profile of the top part of
after step 3
this section is curved down to the
Step 4
The three beads near the top of the base of the adjacent bead.
leg can be formed in the conventional maimer. If a beading tool of
the right size happens to be availMarking out the leg
able this can be tried out; but it
Step 2
The appearance of the workpiece
must be used with great care,
The top and the bottom of the leg because it is easy to chip out
after step 6
are now sized to the required
Step 7
pieces of the bead, particularly
diameter. At the top of the leg (the with soft woods.
At this juncture the lower bead is
tenon) the sizing must be done parformed and the curve on the midticularly carefully so that the spig- Step 5
dle section is completed.
ot will be a good fit in the socket Having formed the beads the secto be drilled in the top of the seat. tion of the leg above them is
There are various aids which can
shaped. The curve has to be carebe employed here. The use of cal- fully blended into the parallel seclipers is the most obvious way but tion which will form the tenon.
The appearance of the workpiece
after step 7
I have found it difficult to achieve The length of the parallel section
the desired degree of accuracy
Step
8
should be made a little longer than
with these. One effective method is the depth of the socket in the seat. All that remains now is to shape
the use of a sizing tool (see
This will enable the length of the the bottom section. The curve of
Glossary). This tool can be set to leg to be adjusted, if necessary, on the foot at the bottom is run down
size by making some test on scrap assembly.
to the waste piece which is already
wood before the work on the legs When this has been done it is not a sized.
is started. Another method is to
bad idea to remove the work piece
make a gauge out of sheet metal.
from the lathe to check the fit of
In fact several of these can be
the tenon in a hole drilled in a
made to match saw tooth bits of
piece of scrap wood.
various sizes.
The appearance of the workpiece
If the tenon is too small there is
after step 8
At the bottom of the leg, only the not much that can be done but
scrap the work and make another
'A in. which will be parted off as

step 9
Now the piece can be sanded and
the finish applied.
Step 10
Finally, the 'A in. of waste is parted
off leaving the bottom of the leg
slightly domed. The sharp break
line which is left should be radiuses so that it will not cut into the
fibres of a carpet when the stool is
in use.

The finsihed leg
Matching the legs
As pointed out earlier, if the procedure described above is repeated
exactly, no great problems should
be encountered in making matching legs. The key is the sizing
operations. There should be no difficulty in repeating the sizing operations and forming the upper three
beads. Having done this the shaping of the curves on the upper,
middle and lower sections can be
performed carefully with repeated
comparisons with the first leg. It
will be found that with a little
practice this becomes much easier
than might have been feared and
can be done with much less reference to the first leg.
The seat
Tuming the seat is straight forward. The method described here
results in a seat which reveals no
signs of how it has been held on
the lathe. The procedure is as follows.
A piece of scrap wood is glued to
the side of the blank which will be
the top of the seat. The scrap wood
needs to be large enough for the
work piece to be attached to a face
plate or to a large screw chuck.

This assembly is then mounted on
the lathe and the face (which will
be the bottom of the seat) is tumed
flat, the comer radiusi2d, sanding
done, and the finish applied.
A neat trick
The next step is to tak e a plywood
(or MDF) disc a little smaller in
diameter than the work piece and
about 'A in. thick, and to screw this
to the work piece whilst the latter
is still on the lathe.
The trick is to insert the screws
into the area in the top where the
holes for the legs will eventually
be drilled. To get the screw holes
in the correct positions in both the
plywood and the seat a simple
paper template can be made. Cut a
piece of paper into a circle of the
appropriate size, mark the position
of the holes, and prick through
with a bradawl onto both the seat
and the plywood disk.
When the plywood disk has been
attached a recess for expanding
jaws can be tumed or the position
for a faceplate marked. In the latter case a very shallow recess
could be formed to accept the
faceplate as a snug fit. this will
ensure that concentricity is maintained for the following operation.
The work piece is removed from
the lathe, reversed, and re-attached
by whatever chucking method has
been selected. The top can now be
tumed, A suggested profile for the
seat is shown in the diagram
below. After it is sanded and the
finish applied it is removed from
the lathe and the plywood
detached.

C
The profile of the seat
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Drilling the seat
The final step is to drill the holes
to form the sockets for the legs.
First, we need to consider the rake
angle of the legs. I fmd that an
angle of 110° is about right; this is
measured between two lines, one
that mns through the centre of the
leg and another which runs from
the centre of the hole forming the
socket to the centre of the seat.
The latter line can actually be
drawn on the underside of the seat
to be used as a 'sight line' when
drilling the sockets (see diagram).

The rake angle
The holes can be drilled with an
electric hand drill, or a brace and
bit, but this is not easy. If one of
these methods had to be used some
kind of jig would have to be made
to maintain the drill at the correct
angle and in alignment with the
site line. It is worth noting that the
important thing is to drill all the
holes at the same angle - what that
angle is does not matter quite so
much. It is recommended that the
holes are bored either on a drill
press or on the lathe using a
machine (or sawtooth) bit. This
type of bit is desirable because the
wood will be entered at an angle.
The holes are drilled as deep as
possible without breaking through
the top.
Using the drill press
If a drill press is used it will be
necessary to incline the seat at the
required angle. If the table of the
drill press is adjustable, and the

seat is small enough to fit onto it,
the table can simply be set to the
required angle. When drilling the
site line is aligned by eye so that it
is pointing straight up the slope of
the table (another way of putting
this is that the sight line should
beperpendicular to the azis of tilt
of the drill table, as shown in the
diagram.)
Sigl-itline--..

this should be done by taking the
necessary amount off of the top of
the spigot of the relevant legs.

Ji
wigit

Wood i:ilock to

adjusl

of lilt

^ J'S far boring holes on the drill
press

hold the seat in the required position. This jig will have to slide
• Axis of tilt along the bed of the lathe and be
pushed on to the drill by the tailstock (see diagram). When drilling
the sight lines should be vertical (if
the jig is properly centred and the
Aligning the sight line when using hole positions accurateily marked
a tilting table on the drill press this will happen automatically).
SigRt
If the seat is too large to fit on the
vertic
drill table it will be necessary to
make a jig from two boards hinged
together. The lower of these boards
Peg
is bolted to the drill table with the
hinge to the front. Another sight
line is drawn on the top board.
This line is drawn at a right angle
to the hinge line. The point of the
drill should be immediately above A jig for boring holes on the lathe
Sight line
the sight line. The angle of the
vertical —
upper board is set by supporting it
with a block of wood of an appropriate size (see diagram below).
\
When a hole is drilled the sight
H Pegs-™
line on the seat is lined up with the
sight line on the board. The angle
of the top board can be set with the
(
J
aid of a proprietary device or with
Assembly
a custom made widget. I use the
A
dry run of the assembly should
latter.
be made before the legs are glued
in. The assembly is place on a surDrilling on the lathe
face which is known to be flat,
When the holes are to be drilled on such as a piece of veneered chipthe lathe a jig will be required to
board. If it is found tha t the
lengths of the legs need adjusting

J
V
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A Completed Windsor Stool
Some sources of further
information
Ivan Sparkes,
The English Country Chair,
Spur Books
Ivan Sparkes,
English Windsor Chairs,
Shire Books
Vic Taylor,
Making Chairs,
Argus Books
Jack Hill,
Country Chair Making,
David and Charles
You may also see this article on
the Internet at: http;//www.al studio.freeserve.co.uk/projects/stool/st
ool.html
Published with permission from
the author
© Brian Clifford (August 1999)

A Tip of The Hat

Our very own John Jordan and
John Lucas each have been
recently featured in the British
magazine "Woodtuming". John
Lucas recently had an article
published called "Accentuating
the Negative" and John Jordan
had an article written about him
and his work by lona Elliott. The
status of our members reflects on
our association. Way to go guys!

Rufes For Choopina Your Own Wood

1. Never park d e r m hrif of a free you are cuttfrtg.
2. When in doubt, park twice as farfromthe free as the free
3. Just because you live within driving distant of a forest
does not make you a Lumber Jack.
4. Always use the neighbors truck.

Submitted by Don Thompson
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Calendar of Events

December 2002

Jan 7: 7:00 PM

TAW General Meeting
Instant Gallery
Demonstrator:
Dave Collier - Metal Spinning

Jan 18: 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
A Day of Turning at Deryl's

As Seen On the Internet
Compliledfrom posts on the rec.crafts. woodtuming newsgroup by Ray Sandusky
Q. I recently received a new set of woodtuming tools and welded together a "wolverine " type grinding jig.
On the first go, I got an incredibly sharp edge on the chisels but a little bluing at the extreme corner of each
flute. Grinder turning at 3650 rpm. What am I doing wrong?
A. If the material being sharpened is HSS then a bit of bluing is not a problem as the detempering temperature is a few hundreds of degrees beyond the blue phase. Carbon Steel tools are the ones where bluing is not
a good thing. A little bluing is not the end of the world. Try to apply as little preasure
to the stone as possible. The tool should just lightly touch the stone
Q. I wonder what people prefer. Is a shiny finish more in demand than a matte or fiat one?
A. It depends on the wood and on the item - a dark wood vdll show off a high shine, a light one generally
won't. A salad bowl should not have a high gloss laquer finish. Many turners prefer the flatter finish - however, the buying public seems to prefer shine, in general, so those wo want to sell their work tend towards
shine.
Q. I have a lathe that looks simialr to a Jet 1236 with cast-iron bed and somewhat flimsy pressed steel legs.
1 have put a shelf on it and have 200 lbs of sandbags on the shelf. If 1 made a more rigid stand would 1
reduce vibration enough to make it worthwhile?
A. A more rigid stand than what comes with those things can always help! It depends on what you expect to
turn, (out of balance blanks will let you know quickly!) but you wont be sorry. I made mine from a solidcore door, and have the lathe bed bolted to a hardwood board on top of the door. The top surface is built into
a 2 door cabinet and a shelf that I store 200 lbs of sand on tlie headstock end and a host of odd tools toward
the tailstock. I can not bolt it down because I have to be able to move it, so I mounted the whole thing on a
set of 4 lockable castors - each castor swivels and can be locked - this keeps the lathe relatively stable even
if I have a 1001b piece mounted.
Q. All my attempts at tuming and drying green wood have been mediocre at best. My next attempt will be
the microwave. Any suggestions will be appreciated.
A. Try short blasts (1-2 min) at full power, let the piece completely cool before you nuke again. Don't try
and rush The idea is to do this slowly and deliberately. It is important to remove it from the oven and let it
cool completely in the air between each step of microwave drying. Your best bet is to experment with items
that are of smaller size and lesser quality before you attempt to do this with your wife's new 15" salad bowl!
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The Tennessee Association of Woodturners is a local ch apter of the
American Association of Woodturners. Our purpose is to provide
a meeting place for local turners to share ideas and techniques and
to educate the general public regarding the art of turning. The
TAW meets the first Tuesday of each month in Brentwood, TN and
periodically sponsors local exhibitions and demonstrations as well
as an annual symposium.

Tennessee Association of Woodturners
Board of Directors:
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary/Newsletter
Librarian
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Deryl Duer
Gary Martin
BUI Gray
Ray Sandusky
Gene Thomas
Fred Takacs
Dave Collier
Randy Trentham
John Lucas

Tennessee flssociaticn of

Map to Monthly Meeting
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Nashville
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Hilisboro
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[-65
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West
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Brentwood, TN 37027
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We meet the first Tuesday
of every month at 7:00pm
at the Harpeth HiUs
Church of Christ

